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Abstract
Experimental x-wire measurements of the flowfield
above a 70 ° and 75° flat plate delta wing were
performed at a Reynolds number of 250,000. Grids
were taken normal to the wing at various chordwise
locations for angles of attack of 20° and 30° . Axial
and azimuthal vorticity distributions were derived
from the velocity fields. The dependence of
circulation on distance from the vortex core and on
chordwise location was also examined. The effects of
nondimensionalization in comparison with other
experimental data is made. The results indicate that
the circulation distribution scales with the local
semispan and grows in a nearly linear fashion in the
chordwise direction. The spanwise distribution of
axial vorticity is severely altered through the
breakdown region and the amount of vorticity present
appears to reach a maximum immediately preceding
breakdown. The axial vorticity components with a
negative sense, such as that found in the secondary
vortex, seem to remain unaffected by changes in wing
sweep or angle of attack, in direct contrast to the
positive components. In addition, the inclusion of the
local wing geometry into a previously derived
correlation parameter allows the circulation of
growing leading edge vortex flows to be reduced into
a single curve.
Nomenclature
c chord
r radial direction
re vortex core radius
P pressure
Re Reynolds number
s semi span
s* local semi span
U** 1:_.cstream velocity
V i ,'clocity in the i direction
x chordwise direction
y spanwise direction
z direction normal to wing surface
a angle of attack
e apex half angle
F circulation
A sweep angle
¢ angular direction
_i vorticity in the i direction
Introduction
The underlying physics of the vortex structure above
a delta wing planform, and more particularly the
process by which the flowfield undergoes the ra,',id
transition referred to as vortex breakdown, has _ a a
topic of concern for many years in the aerospace
field. At high angles of attack, the boundary layer on
the lower surface of the delta ,ring flows outboard.
The fluid separates at the sharp leading edge, forming
a free shear layer which curves upward and roils into
a core of high vorticity on the top side of the wing.
Each of the two counter-rotating vurtices also contain
axial flow components in the central core regions,
around and along which the fluid spirals. This axial
flow can attain velocities up to three times the
freestream value.
Additional spanwise outflow i ; _duced on the upper
surface i:_eneath the coiled vot .... _heet. The fluid
separates from the surface as it approaches the lea,4ing
edge to form the so called "secondary vortices". ._
main effect of the secondary vortex is to displace, ,,_
primary vortex upwards and inwards. The size and
strength of the primary vortex increases with angle of
incidence. It becomes the dominant steady flow
feature through a wide range of practical flight.
attitudes. The acceleration of the flow in these
vortices results in an incremental lift termed the
"vortex" or "nonlinear" lift. As much as 30% of the
total wing lift is attributable to the pressure
distribution created on the ,_:ing surface t hes,
leading edge vortices.
Delta wing performance is limited, however, by a
phenomenon known as vortex breakdown.
Breakdown, or "bursting" as it is sometimes referred
to, is characterized by an incre: ' in vortc:_ :ameter
followed by 1: _ scale turbule,, •_sipatic, d a
decrea_ in fl re's axial and _., =um:'ere.
velocit_ _ This _ ds to _._oss of lift and a red,,,tion in
the magnitude of the n,: .c down pitching moment.
Experimental, theoretical, and numerical
investigations have been carried out in an effort to not
only understa,q what i: occurring, but to predict e,
onset of this drastic cha, ge in ;he flowfield. Efforts
have included variation of all manner of possible
parameters, including wing geometry, ang!, f attack,
and R_-_olds numbers.
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Most inCestigators approach the study of delta wing
vortical flows, however, by asking such questions as:
"Why does vortex breakdown occur?" and "What
factors influence breakdown?" A different
perspective on the problem can be gained by posing
the inverse question: "Why does the vortex manage to
maintain a cohesive flow structure upstream of the
transition/breakdown region'?." In other words, with
core velocities measured at over three times that of
the freestream velocity and corresponding
circumferential velocities approaching 2.5 times of
freestream: "Why does it stay together for as long as
it does, instead of breaking down immediately?" This
was the motivation for the current investigation.
Background
Many factors can influence vortex breakdown.
Lamboume and Bryer [1] suggest the total pressure in
the core and the adverse pressure gradient along the
axis are essential factors in causing breakdown to
occur. Harvey [2] observed that variation of the swirl
of the flow in tube vortices indicated breakdown to be
an intermediate stage between two types of flow:
those that exhibit axial velocity reversal and those that
do not.
Erickson [3] discusses in detail the effect of Reynolds
number on vortex flow development. From
experiments it appears that large scale vortex
structures are determined primarily by convective
transport mechanisms, implying an independence of
Reynolds number. Erickson concludes that the
majority of the phenomena observed in the delta wing
flow field is dominated by potential flow effects
associated with the external field, ie. the pressure
gradient.
An extensive literature review by Payne [4] on the
factors which can influence breakdown is summarized
below. Increasing the sweep angle or decreasing the
angle of attack causes the location of the breakdown
to move aft. The breakdown position will move
forward during flow acceleration and remain so until
the steady speed condition is reached whereupon it
returns to its normal breakdown position [1]. The
reverse is true for deceleration. The actual position of
this breakdown is a strong function of the pressure
gradient along the vortex, the initial axial core
velocity, and the angle of sideslip, or yaw angle. An
increase in the swirl of the flow or a larger adverse
pressure gradient tends to promote the onset of
breakdown.Thicker wings, rounded leading edges,
lower Reynolds numbers, and of course more
complex geometries can also substantially influenced
the location of breakdown. Kegelman and Roos [5]
investigated leading edge geometries, ranging from
blunt rounded edges to leeward and windward bevels,
and found the breakdown location to be strongly
affected by these geometric variations. In addition,
the maximum value of the rift curve was found to be
significantly affected by this variation in leading edge
shape.
Payne has also listed factors examined by other
investigators in the literature which have been found
to have little or no influence on the breakdown
position. Effects due to changes in the Reynolds
number are small at high Reynolds numbers. This
applies to sharp edged, thin delta wings at moderate
angles of attack. The breakdown position seems to be
independent of the turbulent breakdown of the shear
layer near the leading edge. Attempts at altering the
leading edge by Lamboume and Bryer [1], including
a trip wire on the upper surface had no significant
effect. Wentz [6] observed that variation of the
trailing edge geometry of 70* sweep delta, diamond
and arrow planforms, had a negligible effect on
vortex breakdown location. Wentz also found [7] that
the vortex breakdown region crossed the trailing edge
at the same angle of attack for all these trailing edge
configurations.
The complexities of this vortical flow are such that a
complete analytical solution is difficult to obtain.
Theories do exist that partially predict the occurrence
of certain flow phenomena, such as vortex breakdown
in which the vortex behavior changes dramatically,
and to indicate the sensitivity of the breakdown region
to the severity of axial pressure gradients. Several
pertinent breakdown theories are summarized below,
and a more extensive discussion can be found in
Wedemeyer [8]:
Ludweig [9] has suggested that the spiral form of
breakdown results from hydrodynamic instabilities in
the flow due to upstream spiral disturbances. A
similar view of breakdown was developed by Jones
[10].It has been proposed by Squire [11] that
breakdown is a standing wave phenomenon. Once the
flow is capable of supporting infinitesimal standing
waves, downstream disturbances can propagate
upstream and therefore disrupt the flow. Randall &
Leibovich [12] contend that this is in fact a finite
amplitude wave.
Another hypothesis is the view taken by Benjamin
[13]. He suggests that breakdown is a f'mite transition
(subcritical to supercritical) between conjugate flow
states analogous to the hydraulic jump in open channel
flows. While Squire postulated that the existence of
waves leads to breakdown, Benjamin claims that the
leading wave is the breakdown. Escudier [14] goes a
step further by proposing a two stage (supercritical-
supercritical supercritical-subcritical) transition. The
first stage is isentropie while the latter is not. In
addition, his analysis suggests breakdown occurs for a
unique swirl number F / _ rcU** which is equal to
1.414 for a Rankine vortex with an infimtesimally
small core radius, re. In a theory analogous to
boundary layer separation, Gartshore [15] concluded
that breakdown occurred because of a diffusion of
vorticity from the core of the vortex.
Several theories rely on the supposition that
breakdown is predicted by the failure of the
quasicylindrical approximations of the equations of
motion. Hall [16], in 1966, suggested that breakdown
is associated with some change in the flowfield outside
the core, such as the rate of feeding of vortieity or the
pressure. Bossel [17] used the ideas of Hall to
estimate that a swirl angle, defined as tan'l (Vz /Vx),
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of 54.8 ° anywhere in the vortex would cause flow
stagnation. Mager [18] associated a singularity in the
incompressible quasicylindrical momentum-integral
solution with breakdown. Wilson [19] approached the
problem in a similar manner to obtain a swirl
parameter for thin delta wings in subsonic flow.
Grabowski and Berger [20], using solutions of the
full, steady, axisymmetric Navier-Stokes equations,
concurred with Hall [21] in that breakdown is the
result of a critical retardation of the flow. As well,
his results also showed that a vortex with sufficient
swirl can be reduced to the critical breakdown state
by diffusion of vorticity, flow divergence and
pressure forces.
A recent hypothesis has been proposed by Brown and
Lopez [22] on the physical mechanism governing
vortex breakdown which occurs in confined
cylindrical flows. Variation of the problem
parameters has resulted in an axial flow deceleration
great enough to sustain a stagnant flow region
containing recirculating fluid. This phenomena is
very similar to that seen in cylindrical tubes and over
delta wings. Their basic argument is that the physical
mechanisms involved in the breakdown process rely
on the production of negative azimuthal vorticity, that
is
3V r 3V x
f_0- 3x " _r-
which results from a tilting and stretching of the
predominantly axial vorticity vector as seen in
Figure 1. They then address the question of why the
strong vortical core diverges by considering the Euler
equation of the radial momentum and comment on
how this type of mechanism would apply to a delta
wing flowfleld. Their analysis eventually leads to the
following inequality
V¢2 1 _P
- >
r p 3r 0
which would then initiate breakdown. Brown and
Lopez hypothesize that vorticity diffusion leads to a
radial redistribution of the circulation and a
stretching and tilting of vortex lines due to a local
increase of the tangential velocity, V 0. This is
followed by a reduction in the initially positive
azimuthal component of vorticity with axial distance
and the subsequent beginning of an 'inviscid
breakdown' process.
As of yet, none of these ideas are sufficient to
accurately predict vortex breakdown. Recent work by
O'Neil, Barnett, and Louie [23] and Ekaterinaris and
Schiff [24] using Euler and Navier-Stokes codes
respectively have demonstrated a vortex breakdown
in their results for certain conditions. These
computational results do correspond to experimental
data. However, no theory exists which can yield the
flow detail in the breakdown zone nor universally
predict breakdown locations which consistently
compare with experimental results. Because of this, it
is essential that the flowfield be examined
Figure 1. Delta Wing Vortex Geometry
experimentally in an effort to uncover information
which may shed light on this problem.
The vortex flowfield can be regarded as a transition
from one flow state to another which may occur as a
result of a combination of certain flow parameters
reaching a critical or unstable state. One can attempt
to quantify such critical breakdown parameters in two
forms: as a function of either the independent or the
dependent variables. The former would involve
factors such as angle of attack, sweep angle of the
wing, and sideslip. An indication parameter involving
dependent variables would be based upon flow
conditions which result from the geometry of the
problem. Items such as local vorticity and chordwise
pressure gradient fall into this category.
The determination of such breakdown indication
parameters could be based on several forms:
a. A local balance between the generation and
convection of vorticity.
b. A local balance of the pressure forces with the
acceleration of the fluid.
c. The size of the local length scale compared to
the wing geometry.
d. An empirical fit parameter based on wing
geometry, angle of attack, etc.
The aspects of the vorticity field would seem to be of
utmost importance in gaining a better understanding
of the flowfield behavior. Both the generation of
vorticity, which is transported into the vortex, and the
convection rate downstream of this vorticity could
play a crucial role in determining where the
breakdown of the primary vortex occurs as suggested
by Lee and Ho [25]. The complete role of the
secondary vortex, which is a direct result of the
viscous nature of the flow, is also not well
understood. Its presence, illustrated in Figure 2 via a
titanium tetrachloride vapor method for marking
vortical flows [26], is known to displace the primary
vortex inwards and upwards. Questions still remain,
however, as to the effect of the secondary vortices on
the reduction of the primary vortex pressure peaks as
compared to an Euler type solution, or on even more
nebulous concepts such as the effect on the vorticity
distribution above the wing surface.
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a)
h)
Figure 2. Flow Visualizalion oF Primary. and Secondary
Vorticies a} three quarter view, b} side view
Although the data base of delta wing flowfield
information is growing, most experimenters are
constrained to a specific configuration at a fixed angle
of attack or chord location. This information, helpful
for the sake of comparison, provides little or no
information on the changing tlow field state in the
chordwise direction. Aspects such as rate of vorticity
generation or circulation distribution in the
streamwise direction are impossible to address.
h_ addition, there are other subtler reasons which
make comparison difficult. Data compiled from
several different investigators [27 - 30] is compared
in Table 1. Both the sweep angles and the angles of
attack are roughly the same. The values of vorticity
presented are the maximum values tbund in the flow
field and coincide with the core axis. Typically,
investigator:: use the model chord, c, and the
freestream velocity, U**, as nondimensionalizing
scales for the flow. The results are seen to vary quite
substantially. The local semispan, s* could also be
considered a viable length scale, since flow
visualization indicates the vortex structures to scale
with the wing geometry. Use of the local semispan
would account lbr local geometric changes due to
sweep angle and allow for comparison of data taken at
different chord stations. The data of Kjelgaard and
Sellers [27], for example, indicates a lower value of
vorticity than that of Payne for a location 20%
farther from the apex. If s* is used as a scaling factor,
the magnitude of the axial vorticity component is seen
to exceed that of Payne. It is also noted that identical
geometries, such as that of Payne and the current
investigation, have produced different values of the
axial vorticity component. These differences indicate
there are other f:_ctors which have not been taken into
account. A closer examination ot the grid resolution
of each investigation provides some insight. As
indicated in Table 1, the highest derived vorticity
values correspond to the finest grid resolution and
vice versa. Since vorticity is a measure of the smallest
scales of the flow, it would only make sense that a
finer measurement grid would be able to 'capture' the
high gradients of velocity present in the field. These
differences in flowfield measurement add to the
difficulty in obtaining a clear picture of the physics
involved.
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F_r the reasons stated above, a study was undertaken
to measure the delta wing flowfield at various
chordwise locations over delta wings. Models with
different sweep angles at different angles of attack
were used in an attempt to determine if the flow
reaches some measurable critical state, particularly
involving aspects of the vorticity components, that
would then initiate a flow transition to the post
breakdown state.
Experimental procedures
All experiments were carried out in the University of
Notre Dame subsonic wind tunnel facilities. The
tunnel is powered by an 18.6 kw AC induction motor
which drives an 8 bladed 1.2 meter (4 foot) fan
located in the diffuser outlet (Figure 3). The four
degree of freedom, computer controlled, probe
traversing test section is prececl_d by a 24:1
contraction inlet. The minimum step sizes possible in
the streamwise, spanwise, and normal directions were
0.0064mm, 0.0254mm, and 0.0208 mm respectively.
The section dimensions were 610 mm by 610 mm by
1820 nlm (24 by 24 by 76 inch). The models used
were flat plate delta wings having a windward 25"
bevelled edge, a root chord of 406.4 mm (16 inches)
and a thickness of 6.35 mm (0.25 inches). The
minimum distance between the wing surface and the
probe was 3.0 mm due to probe geometry.
A TSI IFA 100 constant temperature armemometer
system was used to acquire the data in conjunction
with a Macintosh II computer which also maneuvered
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region.
UB
Figure3. Notre DameSubsonicWindTunnel Facility
the x-wire probe in the test section. The probes
utilized five micrometer diameter tungsten wires
giving an length/diameter ratio of 250. Overheat
ratios were set to 1.8. The wires were calibrated for
every test to reduce the possible errors associated
with property changes of the wires. In addition, this
procedure eliminated the need for temperature
compensation as the ambient temperature did not vary
by more than + 1° C over the course of any individual
test.
The technique of Sherif and Pletcher [31] was
employed to determine the magnitudes of the velocity
components.This is based on the effective velocity
measurement method. The wire senses a velocity
composed of vectors normal and tangential to the
wire which cool the wire at different rates, k 1 and k 2.
JOrgensen [32] has expressed the most general form of
this equation as:
Ueff 2 = UN 2 + kl2UT 2 + k22UB 2
for an X-wire lying in the NT plane (Figure 4a). The
effective velocities were obtained using a least squares
fit based on the calibration and then the method of
Sherif and Pletcher [31] to determine the magnitudes
of the velocity components.
In order to fully determine the three velocity
components and their associated directions, however,
it was necessary to take four normal grid sweeps
above the wing at each chordwise location. Two x-
wire probe configurations were utilized and are
shown in Figure 4b. Probe 1, a DISA 55P62, had
wires lying in a plane perpendicular to the probe axis,
while the wires of probe 2, a DISA 55P61, were lying
in a plane parallel to the probe axis, as shown by the
accompanying schematic. The initial two grid sweeps
used probe 1 with wire 1 at the reference of zero
degrees and wire 2 at negative 90 degrees using the
geometry in Figure 4b and in accordance with that of
Sherif and Pletcher [31]. The probe was then rotated
45" about its axis and a second sweep initiated.This
provided enough information for the velocity
magnitudes to be determined. The second probe was
used to take two sweeps with the plane of the wires
parallel to the wing and perpendicular to it
respectively. This second set of sweeps determined the
direction of the transverse (v) and normal (w)
velocity components. It was assumed that the direction
of u was always in the positive direction as the probe
was kept in the flow forward of the breakdown
UN (a)
½
a. DISA 55P62
z
x
(b)
b. DISA 55P61
Figure4.Hot Wire ProbeGeometriesand Configuration
a)EffectiveVelocityCoordinatesof Jergenson,
b) X-wireprobes
Results and Discussion
The majority of data was accumulated over a 75*
sweep delta wing at 20 ° angle of attack. Measurements
were made at various chordwise stations in grid
planes normal to the upper surface. The angle of
attack was then increased to 30° and chordwise
stations were measured upstream of the probe induced
breakdown of approximately x/c = 0.5. Experiments
by Payne, Ng, and Nelson [33] comparing LDV and
seven hole probe data have shown that the effect of
introducing a probe into the flowfield does not
greatly distort the flow field provided the
measurements are taken upstream of the breakdown
zone. Finally, a 70° sweep configuration was utilized
at 20 ° angle of attack in an effort to observe the effect
of sweep. All tests were conducted at a Reynolds
number of 250,000.
Typical flowfield distributions are shown in Figure 5.
The axial velocity u/U,,, is actually the velocity
normal to the measurement plane at the chordwis¢
station. The jetting core structure of the vortex is seen
to be quite well defined, with the majority of the
measured field maintaining a velocity above the
freestream velocity. Measurements encompassed a z/s
of 0 to approximately 1 and were taken from the
chord centerline out to a y/s of 1.2 on the right side
of the wing. Using this grid, the details of the
primary, secondary, and the shear layer can be
captured. Grid increments were set to a y/s and z/s of
0.03 at each station. The transverse and normal
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Figure 5. Chord Station Flowficld Maps for Sweep = 75 °, Angle of Attack = 20 °, x/c = 0.50
a) u/U**, b) v/U_, c) w/U_, d) _x
velocity components, v/U**and w/U_respectively, are
depicted in Figures 5b and 5c. These data were then
centrally differenced spatially to obtain the axial
vorticity component,
aw av
f_x- ay az
shown in Figure 5d.
Since the role of vorticity, including the effects
incurred by the secondary vortex on the primary, was
the motivation for this investigation, the local
magnitudes and chordwise distributions were the
logical places to begin. An initial proposition was that
the vortex structure may be unable to exist in the
cohesive, pre-breakdown nature if a maximum local
value of vorticity in the vortex, say t'lXmax, is
reached. Conventionally, investigators such as
Kjelgaard and Sellers [27] have multiplied the
calculated vorticity by the ratio of the root chord to
the free_,tream velocity providing an overall view of
the absolute vorticity in the entire flowfield. As
mentioned previously, the use of the local spanwise
distance provides a means to scale each crossectional
flow plane in order to examine the effect of the local
geometry on the flow characteristics. The local
semispan was used to scale the current data in addition
to using the chord.
The maximum value of vorticity was obtained at each
station as well as the minimum. These values are
presented in Figure 6 for the 75" sweep wing at 200
and 30 ° angle of attack. The vorticity data is
nondimensionalized using the two conventions
rr :+_d above. From Figure 6a, in which the
1.17
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vorticity is multiplied by the ratio of the root chora will be lost if the grid is not sufficiently fine. In
to the freestream velocity, it appears that the
magnitudes of both the positive and negative
maximum values are decreasing with increasing
distance from the apex. No breakdown existed over
the wing for the 20 ° angle of attack case. The 30 ° case
was seen to have a breakdown occurring between the
0.50 and 0.55 x/c location. The positive values of
vorticity show a slight drop at this station, however
the negative values show no change at all.
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Figure 6. ChordwL_ Comparison of Maximum and Minimum
Vonicity for 75* Sweep Nondimensionalized Using
a) chord, b) local semispan
If the vorticity is now nondimensionalized by the
local semispan, s*, as shown in Figure 6b, the data
appears to indicate a constant value in the chordwise
direction for both the positive and negative values.
The drop in the positive value for the 30* case is
more evident, however a large scatter in the data is
still seen to exist.
This scatter in the data can be attributed to several
factors. The vorticity is a measure of the smallest
scales of the flow. Details of the velocity gradients
addition, these values of vorticity were obtained by
differentiating discrete data which has the effect of
increasing the error associated with such
measurements. Therefore simply examining the
maximum value of the vorticity is not enough to make
a definitive statement of the vortex status at that chord
station.
The leading edge sheet continually feeds vorticityinto
the vortex flowfield along the entire length of the
delta wing. An interesting possibility is that the
vortex can only 'hold' or contain a certain amount of
vorticity before it must revert to a more stable
configuration in order to contain or transport this
increase in vorticity. Extending this further, suppose
that the breakdown position maintains an average
mean location because the generated vorticity is
balanced by the vorticity being convected downstream
for some given set of fixed conditions (i.e. sweep and
_) as suggested by Lee and Ho [25]. The flow
conditions are then in some way altered, so as to add
more vorticity upstream of the breakdown without a
corresponding increase in the convection rate
downstream. If the breakdown is seen to move
upstream, this would indicate some critical condition
based on a maximum vonicity distribution may exist
2above which the initial vortex structure will transition
to the post breakdown state. An increase in ct or a
decrease in sweep angle would also then imply that,
momentarily, the relative vorticity generation ram
becomes higher than the convective rate and the
transition/breakdown point changes until a stable
situation is again reached.
The distribution of vorticity throughout the vortex
was therefore examined for possible maximum
amounts of vorticity per unit area or volume at a
chordwise location.The integration of discrete data
has the effect of smoothing errors associated with the
data. In order to evaluate the reliability of
differentiating the discrete velocity field, the
circulation, F, was also calculated and compared to
the integration of the vorticity field over the area
normal to it:
17"= _V. dr = [ (V X V )o dA = [ fix dA
r A A
12
The vorticity field distribution was spatially
integrated and is presented with the equivalent line
integral of the velocity field, for the A = 75*, ot = 20*
case, in Figure 7. The values are plotted outward
from the core center (r = 0) where the radial distance
has been nondimensionalized by the local semispan.
Each curve represents a chordwise location and the
circulation is seen to grow in a chordwise manner.
This is what one would expect, as the feeding sheet is
continually being wrapped into the vortex. The
circulation and integrated vorticity values are seen to
correspond quite well, which would indicate that
differentiating the velocity fields does not increase the
error substantially.
T
$
.ulatioa val i were then scaled by the local
.a, s*, and plotted in Figure 8. It appears that
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r (ram/span)
Figu_ 7. Radial Distributionof Cbculadon and IntegratedVonici.,y,Sweep = 75°, Angle of Attack = 20_
this has the effect of causing the curves to fall quite
closely onto each other. The data taken for A = 75 °, a
= 30° is also shown for comparison. If scaled by the
chord, ct = 30 ° has a distribution similar to that of a
= 20 ° in Figure 7. The data in Figure 8 would seem to
imply that the chordwise development of circulation
at a constant angle of attack grows in a linear manner,
indicative of a conical type of flowfield.
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Fi_tr¢ 8. The Effect of A_¢1¢ of Attack on the Radial
Circulation Distribution Nondimemionalized
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A possible way m account for the angle of attack
effect would be to further incorporate some function
of a as a scaling parameter. If the circulation values
are divided through by, say, sin(a) the results in
Figure 9 are obtained. The data for A = 70*, ct = 20*
has also been added for comparison.
Each of the curves shown previously in Figure 7
illustrateshedistributionofthecirculationi the
radialdirection.Eachcurveisseentoincreasetoan
r/sofapproximately0.25,which representstheextent
of the primaryvortex.A furtherincreaseinthe
curvepmfde isalsoobservedcorrespondingtothe
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,'shear layer of fluid which has separated flom the
leading edge• If the maximum value of the circulation
sealed by the chord is plotted for each chord station,
the curve shown in Figure 10a results. Although the
datacorrespondingto the maximum radiusof
integration,r/s= 0.6,appearstobe followinga
somewhat linear trend, there is widespread scarer in
the data. Since the core is located at a z,/s of about
0.37 to 0•40, the lower integration path is bounded by
the upper surface of the wing for any r/s values
greater than this. Depending on the proximity of the
probe to the wing surface, velocity components
contributing to a negative vorticity component will
have a varied effect on the resulting integration. A
better representation is obtained if the cbculafion
values corresponding to the initial leveling off of the
curves in Figure 7 is used. The values for this radial
distance of r/s = 0.25 are also plotted in Figure lOa.
A much smaller scatter is present in the data. The
valuestendto followanearlineardistribution,exc_:,
neartheaftof thewingsurface,whereupona 1__Ping
off is observed.
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Figure 10. Chordwis¢ Comparison of Circulation for sweep = 750,
Angle of Anack = 20", nondimensionalized using
a) chord, b) local semispam
Scaling the values in Figure 10a by s* instead of c
produces the distributions of Figure 10b. Both the r/s
= 0.6 and r/s = 0.25 cases indicate values which are
dropping slightly in the axial direction. The scatter in
the maximum values appears to be even greater than
in Figure 10a. It should be remembered however,
than nondimensionalization of data can introduce
other subdeties. The chord used to scale the data is a
constant for all the cases presented here and simply
multiplies the data by approximately 2.5, while
maintaining the same relative distance between
curves. On the otherhand, if the values in Figure 10a
are multiplied by c/s* in order to scale by the local
semispan, that is equivalent to multiplying by tan (A)
/ (x/c). In effect, any differences are magnified (local
chord) -1.
The data from the other wing configurations is
presented in Figure lla, along with that of Figure 10,
for r/s = 0.25. For the 75 degree sweep case, the
circular ........ 30* angle of attack case is seen to be
greater than a -- 20, as one would expect. The A =
21-9
- _,c_....20° case is also seen to lie above the data of
Figure 10, indicating the vortex over the 70* sweep
wing to be stronger than that of 75 ° for the same
angle of attack. This is in accordance with the idea
that a stronger vortex causes breakdown to occur
sooner; that is, sweeping a wing forward at a constant
angle of attack causes breakdown to occur closer to
the apex due to increased vortex strength. An
interesting observation is made of the data if s* is
again used as the scaling parameter in Figure I lb.
The data for A = 70 ° is seen to fall below that of A =
75 ° for (x = 20°.This would seem to imply that there
is a lower total amount of distributed vorticity over
the 70° wing per unit span than the 75 ° wing, even
though the absolute values are larger. The spanwise
distribution of vorticity will be examined in more
detail using core traverse data later in this paper.
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The close agreement of the integrated vordcity with
the circulation can be exploited to examine the
separate changes in the total positive and total
negative vorticity which is not evident from the
circulation alone. Integrating the positive and negative
values of vorticity separately over their respective
areas leads to the results shown in Figure 12. From
Figure 12a, it appears that the amount of negative
vorticity present above the wing is relatively sir_ilar
for all threeconfigurations, theA = 70°, a = 20° case
A
41:
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having the largest magnitude at each respective chord
location. The positive values, however, show a
marked difference. The 70* swept wing at 20* angle
of attack is seen to approach the values associated with
the 75* sweep at an angle of attack of 30*. Scaling by
s* causes the positively integrated values to remain
relatively constant or slightly decrease with increasing
chord location. In addition, the A = 70*, a = 20* case
is seen to fall in the same region as A = 75°, a = 20*.
The negative vortieity values remain together at
approximately a constant value for all three cases.
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A similarity relationship proposed by Hemseh and
Luckring [34] for the vortex circulation as a function
of the apex half angle, e, angle of attack, chord and
freestream velocity. It has the form:
r
g = U** c tan28 cosa
ChordwiseLocation(x/c)
1 _ g - 4.63K 1.2
(a)
I
.1 I .... =" • , ......
• • .I ! K 10
(b)
e, •a • • : • Figu_ 13. Correladoo of Hemsch and Luckring a) g vs K,
• , , b) g/(x/c)vs K
Positive Nepmve
• ^=Ts _._o. form g = AK I-2 was seen for data obtained from
• ^=7: _.3o a Wentz and MacMahon [35], A ffi62* and Delery,
• ^=7o ,,=2o o Pagan, and Solignac [36], ranging from g of 0.5 to
10.0 and K of 0.2 to 2.0. Theory by Smith [37]
resulted in the form g = 4.63K n. For comparison,
• 0 _,*.qfi . seven hole probe data from Payne [4,33] is plotted in
Figure 13a with that of Wentz and MacMahon and the
" " I.o curve of Smith for n ffi 1.2. Payne's data represents
sweep angles of 70", 75", 80*, and 85* at various
chord locations. It is seen to follow the line of Smith
to a g of 100 and a K of 10.
The data from this investigation, representing three K
values, was also plotted in Figure 13a and the
expected collapse of data was not immediately
evident. Hemsch and Luckring used data that was
acquired in the wake of the models. Since the present
tests were conducted at locations above the wing
surface, a further scaling of g by the local chord
ratio, x/c, was found to bring the data into line with
= AKn whereK= tanct that of Smith as shown in Figure l3b. Thissame
tan _ scaling was used on the data of Payne and is shown in
Figure 13b also. Manipulation of the above expression
of Hemsch and Luckring to include the ratio x/c and
expressing it in terms of s* leads to the following:
for some value n. Hemsch and Luckring found that if
g and K are plotted in a log-log format, a fit of the
&,- :
::.--
:7
:L,
: :-i
F
g = Uoo S* tan£ COS{_
Ifg isfurtherdividedthroughby K:
g
r'(tane cosec) n" 1
U** s* (sina) n
or
F(tane cosa) 0.2
Uo_ s*(sina) 1.2
for n = 1.2
where g is now simply equal to a constant. It is
interesting to see how closely this corresponds to the
function used in Figure 9 and that if n = 1, they
would be exactly identical.
The characterization of the circulation shown above
leads to an overall view of the flowfield for each
wing configuration and is helpful in evaluating gross
properties, such as the lift, at a particular set of test
conditions. Unfortunately, the mechanism for the
breakdown process is not elucidated and a more
detailed look at the chordwise vorticity distributions
was undertaken. In an effort to examine the validity
of the theoretical ideas proposed by Brown and Lopez
[22] as well as investigate what appears to be
unexpected spanwise vorticity density results of
Figure 1lb above, values of f20 and Gx were
calculated based on the grid traverse through the core
center utilizing polar coordinates. Under the
assumption that the radial velocity and its gradient
were negligible compared to the other terms along the
traverse through the core:
and
_Vx bu
f20 =" 3r -" 3-r
%
_VO w _w
f2x = _+ = --+ _rr _r r
The velocities based on the traverse through the core,
and corresponding to the A = 75°, ct = 20 °, x/c = 0.50
data in Figure 5, are plotted in Figure 14a against
distance from the core center. The z/s location for the
traversewas basedon themaximum valueofu/Uoo.
As canbe seen,theradialvelocity,v = Vralongthe
traversecanbe regardedasnegligiblecompared to
therespectivevaluesofu and w, orVx andV¢. The
nondimensionalcalculatedvaluesofilxand t'10are
giveninFigures14b and 14c.The axialvorticityis
seen to increase to a maximum at the center of the
core. The earlier maximum, presented in Figure 6b,
based on the spatial derivative in Cartesian
coordinates shows a comparable value. In a similar
manner, t'lO also increases as it nears the core
centerline, however it drops to a value of zero at r/s =
O. Since _/dr is always negative with increasing
distance from the core, as indicated in Figure 14a, t'_
isalwayspositivexcept at r/s= 0 whereu isa
maximum and thegradientbecomes zero.
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The majority of the axial vorticity component appeals i_
core center location, r/s - _+0.1. A slight rise also
occurs at r/s = 0.30, probably due to the shear layer ....
in the feeding sheet. The azimuthal vorticity is scent to . :_!
have a wider, more erratic distribution. It also "_
ding _appears to have a rise at r/s = 0.30 due to the fee _!_!!
sheet. .:!:!_
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If the axial vorticity profdes are now overlaid for :=:
each of the measured x/c locations, Figure 15a, _
similar prof'des are seen to exist at each station. In ....
light of the fact that no breakdown is occurring over _i
the wing, this would seem to be acceptable. Both A = i_
75*, a = 30* and A = 70*, ct = 20* exhibited similar _
features. It was hoped that some indication of the _.,7,
imminent breakdown, especially with tlm A = 75 °, a _
= 30° case, would be evident from these distributiom. @_:_
Thispremisewas basedon resultsderivedusingan _
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earlier investigators' velocity data. Axial vonicity
. was calculated from LDA velocity data acquired by
lwanski [38] over a one inch thick, 70 ° sweep, fiat
plate delta at a = 30 °. The different chord stations
are presented in Figure 15b. The axial vonicity
prof'de distribution is seen to increase in magnitude
and narrow in width in the downstream direction, up
to x/c = All. The peak then broadens and a
reduction in the values is seen further downstream as
the breakdown region is entered.
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configuration does not give any indication of the
upcoming flow transition, however the probe was still
upstream of breakdown and the x/c increment was not
nearly as free as that used by Iwanski.
Chordwise Location (x/c)
These calculated axial vorticity values of Iwanski
were then nondimensionaUy integrated along each
respective semispan to derive a set of values indicative
of the local vorticity density distribution which are
plotted against their chord locations in Figure 16a.
Also included are the values of the axial component of
helicity, obtained by taking the dot product of the
vonicity field with the velocity field. Both the
integrated vorticity and the helicity components
appear to reach a maximum at a distance of about I0
to 15% of the chord upstream of the breakdown
region. Whether this indicates that the vortex reaches
a saturated or critical condition is still open to
question, due to the scarcity of data. This is then
followed by a rapid decline through the breakdown
region and beyond. Figure 16b depicts the integrated
results for the present tests. No trend is seen for A =
75 °, a = 20°. The data for the A = 75 °, a = 30 °
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Azimuthal vorticity values derived from Iwanski's
dam, are presented in Figure 17a. This component of
vordcity becomes negative at certain spanwise
locations as soon as the breakdown region is entered,
supporting the ideas of Brown and Lopez [22]. Th¢
azimuthal component appears to reach a maximum
negative value, however as this data represents time
averaged values of a highly fluctuating region, care
should be taken when drawing conclusions. It should
be noted that there may be a non-negligible radial
velocity component in the expansion region of the
breakdown region, which would act to provide a
positive contribution to G¢, which is not considered
in the evaluation of Iwanski's data due to a lack of
sufficient information. Pagan and Solignac [30] also
determined that the value of D¢ becomes negative as
the breakdown region is encountered. Their spatial
results indicate local minimums shortly after the
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breakdown.They concludethatthevorticityvector,
Q, rotatesfrom an essentiallyongitudinaldirection
toa generallytangentialone inthebreakdownzoneas
Brown and Lopez'sanalyticalhypothesisurmise.
1,0
Since there is no sense physically in integrating the
azimuthal vorticity distributions, the maximum values
of fie were plotted instead in Figure 17b. These
values represent the maximum gradient of the axial
velocity and are increasing slightly in the axial
direction for the present tests. The data of Iwanski
reflects the change from a positive to a negative sense.
It should be noted that unless there is a local axial
velocity deficit, -3u/dr will always be positive. Other
investigators have shown this to occur in the
breakdown region, but the present method was found
to be inaccurate for regions of the flow where u is
much less than v or w and the low axial velocity
regions present at breakdown gave results which
could not be considered reliable. In addition negative
values of u could not be measured using this method.
Flow visualization at the University of Notre Dame
has indicated an additionally interesting phenomena
that while the outer flow region of the vortex seems
to scale with the local geometry of the wing, the
subcore appears to maintain a more or less constant
diameter.The nature of the data in Figure 14 leads to
the possibility of two core size definitions: a jet effect
core due to the presence of the axial velocity
component and a much smaller core based on the
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distance between the maximum and minimum value,5 ,....;
of w or V O, usuaUy referred to as the subcor¢. If _, ...... :_:_
minimum value of u/U**, say 1.5, is used to set a '== -_
threshold cutoff, a jet core can be defined and the _ _i
growth rate compared to that of the subcore defined _
_, .>,above.
The evaluated core diameters are presented in Figure .....
18, both in absolute units and scaled by the local :_'::_
semispan of the wing. The grid resolution.. of 0.0_. y/s
leads to more scatter in the determmatton of tl_ ,s;ze _: i
of the subcore than the jet core, however Figure 18a i!ii
does indicate that the jet core is growing at a faster _',
rate than the subcore, albeit both are in a linear
fashion. Scaling by the semispan shows that both cores i_!
are scaling by the local geometry. Closer inspection, _
though, reveals that the jet core may appear to be
slightly shrinking in size relative to the local span and ii_
that the subcore is growing. These could be the effects -_!
of diffusion acting on the subcore region and/or the
jet. Two finer grid resolution (0.015 y/s) stations are
also included in Figure 18 and would seem to indicate
a more constant core diameter on the absolute scale.
The scatter of the data makes interpretation difficult
and more data will be required at a freer grid
resolution before any definitive statements can be
made.
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Other investigators have also looked into this aspect
of the subcore growth. Verhaagen and van Ransbeeck
"[28] have measured a more or less constant subcore
diameter from x/q = 0.1 to 0.7 on a 2.22 m, 76 ° swept
delta wing, indicating a cylindrical rather than conical
flow. Data obtained from Hawk, Barnett, and O'Neil
[39], however, points to a linear type of core growth
with chordwise distance over a 762 mm chord, 70°
swept wing. These discrepancies again indicate that
due to such factors as grid resolution, which is usually
not compared between experimental data sets,
differing statements concerning observable properties
can exist between investigators and comparisons
should be examined in light of these factors.
Conclusions
Scaling of the radial circulation distribution or the
vorticity by the local semispan indicates the
distributions to be similar at each chordwise location
for regions of pre-breakdown vortex flow. This is a
good indication that the local semispan is a variable
which should be incorporated into any
nondimensionalization scheme used to examine flows
generated by swept leading edge geometries. This is
further substantiated by the results obtained using the
correlation of Hemsch and Luckring. Incorporating
the factor x/c appears to correlate circulation
distributions in regions where the vortex size and
strength are increasing, such as over a delta wing.
The circulation at a given radius from the core center
is also seen to grow in a nearly linear fashion in the
chordwise direction.
Spanwise vorticity distributions based on a single
traverse through the core of the vortex also scale with
the local geometry in the pre-breakdown state. The
vorticity distribution is severely altered as the
breakdown region is encountered and appears to
indicate there is some maximum type of vorticity
distribution that may occur in the region just
preceding breakdown. The maximum azimuthal
vorticity also maintains a more or less constant value
in the vortex upstream of breakdown, but is observed
to become negative upon entering the breakdown
zon£.
The majority of the axial vorticity appears to be
confined to the subcore region of the vortex, at least
with respect to the pre-breakdown vortex state. The
use of the maximum value of axial vorticity can be
deceptive, however, in determining the local strength
of the vortex structure. Factors such as grid
resolution should be accounted for when comparisons
of data are made.
The distributions of negative axial vorticity are
similar for the different configurations investigated
here, despite geometric and angle of attack
differences. Adjustment of the flowfield to changing
test conditions seems to occur for the most part in the
positive axial vorticity regions. Whether this indicates
that the secondary vortexstructureisa relatively
constant influence or perhaps solely a function of the
Reynolds number rernaim to be seen.
The jet core and subcore growth rates both appear to
be functions of the local semispan, although they are
growing at different rates. Relative to the local
geometry, the subcore appears to be constant and the
jet core shrinking in size in the axial direction. Finer
grid data and flow visualization indicate that the
subcore decreases in size relative to the local
geometry; that is, it maintains a constant diameter.
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